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what an
achievement!

Over 5.3 Million people attended
almost 10,000 performances
and a further 25,500 exhibitions,
films, workshops, conferences and
functions in VAPAC member venues.
This activity generated almost $100
Million in box office revenue. This
compared to 2013 where $68.5
Million was generated.
Whilst this is a great achievement
and a real endorsement on the value
of our contribution to the Victorian
economy, there are always challenges!
It seems that we say this every year
but 2015 has seen significant change
in the Performing Arts landscape
in Victoria and indeed nationally.
As a direct result of changes to the
Federal Budget we saw a significant
diminution in the level of funding for
the Australia Council. This affected
our member’s ability to attract funds
and also impacted on the supply of
quality productions into our venues as
companies found it more difficult to
fund their projects, and touring costs.
Following the appointment of
Martin Foley MP as Minister for
the Arts, as part of his Economic
Development portfolio we also saw
the establishment of Creative Victoria,
replacing Arts Victoria and a change
in focus to Creative Industries. This
saw the portfolio, which has previously
included a small segment of the arts
and culture industries expanding to
include screen and design amongst
other new elements.
We saw enormous changes in Local
Government. Almost certainly the
biggest single issue that will impact
on our members is the issue of rate
capping. However there are many other
elements of Local Government and the
communities they service which are
affecting our member venues and their
Management and staff.
2015 saw Local Government prepare
for the implementation of the State
Government’s 2014 election promise
to cap rates at CPI. It is projected that
this will significantly impair the ability
of Local Government to raise funds.
Whilst every Local Government will
tackle this issue in the best way for
their organisations and communities
we need to ensure that the value
of the arts is communicated and
advocated for by VAPAC and its
member representatives.
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We are also seeing changes to the
way companies are touring through
our venues; Creative Victoria granted
a significant tranche of funds
quarantined from the general funding
round and distributed it directly
to Regional Arts Victoria (RAV). It
is important to advocate through
Creative Victoria and RAV to ensure
these funds maximise the benefit to
the people of regional Victoria. We
also saw the launch of significant
funding for Victorian companies with
a proven track record to tour through
Victoria. VAPAC was significantly and
directly involved in the engagement
with Creative Victoria and a large
number of our hallmark companies.
We await the outcome of this initiative
with much anticipation.
These are just some of the factors
that are affecting our industry and our

member venues and have been the
focus of the VAPAC executive and our
Executive Director, Jenny Ryssenbeek.
The Executive, recognising the
extent of change in our industry and
responding to the articulated needs of
our members undertook a significant
review of our organisation to assess
our relevance and efficiency to our
membership and the industry. James
Buick of Artefact Consulting was
appointed to manage the project, and
following considerable consultation
with all stakeholders through 2014 and
2015 he presented the Executive a set
of recommendations in relation to the
strategic and operational changes we
needed to make to meet the needs
of our members. In February of this
year the Executive met over 2 days
to develop our strategic plan for the
next 3 years. We are convinced this

new strategic plan addresses all of
the needs identified in the review and,
importantly, will ultimately position
VAPAC to be able to respond to the
dynamic industry in which we operate.
We continue to foster strong
relationships with key stakeholders.
Through our Executive Director we
continue to meet with members in
their venues to gather information
on what issues are affecting them;
this information is invaluable to the
executive in shaping its direction
and what issues we bring to the
table when we advocate on behalf of
our membership. At the state level
we regularly engage with Creative
Victoria, RAV, Theatre Network
Victoria (TNV) and the Municipal
Association of Victoria (MAV) on
matters affecting our industry
and our members.

total income through the box office
2015

2014

2013

$95,994,905

$88,484,465

$68,670,900

Far left
If Theatre production - “Mother”. Theatre
Royal, Hobart. Photographer Serena Ryan.
LEft
Crosspol show’s Andrew Delaney’s work
at Colac Otway Performing Arts & Cultural
Centre’s third annual CrossXpollinatioN
– a festival of fibre and textile art.
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ABOVE
Black Diggers. Arts Centre Melbourne.
Photographer Jamie Williams.
BELOW
Sydney Theatre Co - “Storm Boy”. GPAC.
Photographer Brett Boardman.

At the National level we continue
to work closely with the Australian
Performing Arts Centres’ Association
(APACA). Rob Robson, also our
Treasurer, ably represented Victorian
presenters and our interests on
the APACA Board. VAPAC actively
encourages representation from
our network at the various national
industry events held annually,
by representation directly from
our network and also through
supported attendance to enable
broad participation with the national
network.to continue to foster a
strong relationship and regular
communication with our State peers
across Australia. As ever National
Touring is front of mind in these
discussions, with the changes to the
timing and format for the national
touring market place, Long Paddock,
in 2015 a Performing Arts Xchange
(PAX) option was added to the
national conference, by APACA. This
was well received by our network
and VAPAC encouraged and enabled
members to attend this event, as
well as the conference itself. We
continue to discuss and formulate the
best solutions to ensure high quality
performing arts productions tour
into Victoria and do what we can to
foster the best Victorian artists and
companies have opportunity to tour
outside of the State.
VAPAC has taken a much more active
role in the facilitation of Showcase
Victoria in recent years, and have been
pivotal in the attraction of significant
funding from Creative Victoria for
this event as well as formation of the
direction and development of this
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important event. Our partnership to
deliver this event continues, under our
MOU together, and through our review
and continued improvement to this
event our vision for Showcase to have
a stronger National profile has largely
been met.
As you will see in this report VAPAC
has a solid income base with strong
reserves and continues to perform
well financially meeting our budget
whilst delivering a strong and relevant
service on behalf of our members.
It is with a great deal of confidence
and pride that I introduce this
document to you. I would like to
thank our Executive Director, Jenny
Ryssenbeek for the tireless effort
she puts in to her role and I would
like to thank our Executive for their
efforts over 2015. I would especially
like to thank our deputy chair, Tamara
Jungwirth and our Treasurer and
APACA representative, Rob Robson.

David
Lloyd
Chair VAPAC
Capital Venues
& Events,
Bendigo.

Executive
director report
strategic review
Leadership and
Strategic Partnerships

Best Practice
2015 was a busy year and we got
well underway early with a great
first networking meeting for the
membership at Bendigo in central
Victoria, where we were privileged
to get a first taste of the exciting
new Ulumbarra Theatre, a 900 seat
performance space built in the historic
Sandhurst Gaol in partnership with the
Bendigo City Council with the Bendigo
Secondary College. The meeting was
focused on connecting with audiences
and featured speakers from a broad
range of organisations including
Mary Vallentine from Melbourne
Recital Centre, Josephine Rydge
from Melbourne International Festival
and David Chisholm from Bendigo
International Festival of Emerging
Music. We were fortunate to have
Arts Access deliver a great workshop
offering training to our members on
managing access in their venues;
also included in the program was a
workshop to complete the member
consultation component of the VAPAC
Strategic Review being conducted by
James Buick from Artefact Consulting.
The Strategic Review was completed
and tabled for adoption by the
membership at our final meeting for
2015 at Arts Centre Melbourne where
we had a strong range of speakers
addressing aspects of Community

Engagement, they included Claire
Spencer CEO, Arts Centre Melbourne,
Greg Box, Yarra Ranges Shire, Crispin
Butteriss from Bang the Table, and
Dr Jody Evans from the Melbourne
Business School.
As a result of the recommendations
from the Strategic Review, and in
recognition of the emphasis on
training and professional development
in our network, we have broadened
the invitation for the meetings
from “Managers” to “Members” and
extended the range and structure
of the meetings to provide hands
on workshops and inspirational
professional development speakers
which has strengthened the
attendance at the meetings.
During 2015 following the deletion of
the Long Paddock national market
from the industry calendar the
APACA national conference included
a national touring market component
called PAX (Performing Arts Xchange),
offering pitches for shows available for
touring throughout Australia. VAPAC
supported several members to attend
both the national conference and PAX
as part of our commitment to build
the skills base of our network and
support the industry at large.

During 2015 VAPAC was a strong
advocate for our sector. We
made submissions to the Creative
Victoria Strategic Review, plus we
presented at the Senate Enquiry
on the Arts sector, following
the budget cuts to the Australia
Council. We have a strong strategic
relationship with Creative Victoria
and welcomed the opportunity
to contribute to their review
and advocate on behalf of our
members and our sector of the
industry.
In preparation for our application
for four year funding under the
Organisations Investment Program
from Creative Victoria, Artefact
Consulting Director James Buick
completed a Strategic Review
of our organisation. Consulting
widely with all key stakeholders
and members, James presented
the network with a comprehensive
report outlining opportunities and
issues. As a direct result we have
redrafted our Rules of Association
to meet current governance
requirements and to reflect our
current mode of operation. The
updated Rules will be adopted at
the May 2016 AGM.
LEFT
Swamp Juice - Bunk Puppets.
Gasworks Arts Park.
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Audience Development
Continuing our commitment to
building and supporting a sustainable
and professional sector, VAPAC again
partnered with Theatre Network
Victoria and Regional Arts Victoria
to deliver an informative and well
attended Touring Workshop for
producers and presenters. As the
event where the Showcase Victoria
process is launched this is becoming
a key event in the touring diary for
the year. We provide networking
opportunities for individuals who are
new to the industry to understand
the process and structure for touring
productions in Victoria, initially.
Representatives from many of the lead
companies and funding organisations
and venues registered and made
presentations outlining their viewpoint
on topics such as programming,
budgeting, venue networking and
collaboration.
This event is the ideal introduction
to Showcase Victoria, which in 2015
was held at Hawthorn Arts Centre.
This event was the most ambitious
Showcase program conducted so
far, featuring two stages operating
simultaneously and an expanded
Connection Session program
plus increased roving artists and
installations. Attendance was high with
good representation in both pitching
and registration from a broad range of
producers and presenters.

8
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The Strategic Review of VAPAC
supported strongly the concept of
strengthening the role of clustering
of venues for mutual support and
collaboration. As the one of the
initiators of this concept, Creative
Gippsland again set a new structure in
place, operating with a collaborative
marketing program for all venues in
their region, reflecting the networked
programming which was undertaken
after Showcase. The “Small gems”
cluster is also progressing strongly.
This group of small scale venues
is jointly supporting production
and touring development through
providing in kind venue and technical
support to performers and companies
whilst their productions are in
development phase.
VAPAC sees this model for
collaboration as a key to future
initiatives for joint marketing,
possibly ticketing and most definitely
programming, which provides great
efficiencies for all the stakeholders
participating and also strengthens
the relationship between producer
and presenter with great mutually
beneficial outcomes
Once again I must express my sincere
thanks to our partner organisations,
the network and my Executive
colleagues who are a constant
source of inspiration and support

during what is a difficult time for our
industry. The uncertainly surrounding
touring funding and the continued
pressure of demonstrating the value
of the contribution our member
venues activities deliver to their
communities puts a great deal of
strain on all parties, however in all
instances I continue to be amazed at
the creativity and generosity of our
collaborative network, who unfailingly
believe in what they are doing and
support each other in every way.

Jenny
Ryssenbeek
Executive
Director VAPAC

BELOW left
Theatre Gippsland’s tour of Glenn
Elston and Room 8’s production
of Godspell. John Leslie Theatre,
Sale. Photographer Craig Wakker –
Edge of Frame Photography.
BELOW RIGHT
Nick Skubij from shake+stir’s Roald
Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes & Dirty
Beasts. COPACC. Photographer
Dylan Evans.
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box office AND
MARKETING
network

2015 – The auspicious year that the
Box Office & Marketing network,
along with VAPAC, delivered the
inaugural Ticketing Expo in February
at Kingston Arts Centre. Registrations
from the network were great with 30
delegates from Victoria and Tasmania,
plus the support of five ticketing
software providers running separate
user groups sessions, as well as
manning trade stalls demonstrating
their booking systems.
The quality and calibre of our speakers
and workshop presenters was A1. We
had a guest speaker from Arts Centre
Melbourne, their highly praised Social
Media Coordinator -Andrea Andric: we
also had a special guest speaker on
Tuesday night networking drinks who
flew in from Sydney- the wonderful
Mrs Patricia Boggs, long term ticketing
industry guru and 2014 LPA Helpman

of the day! We learnt so much
from just touring the site and firing
questions at the management staff
about booking the venues, ticketing
them and the wonderful world of
having a brand new venue, brand new
ticketing system and brand new venue
booking system, all at the one time.
They were generous in sharing their
experiences both good and bad with
us. This meeting also encompassed
two workshops with Merryn Carter,
one about ‘Audience development’
and the other ‘Choosing the right
ticketing system’. In addition we had
Bendigo, Drum Theatre and GPAC Box
Office staff provide an update for the
attendees of the meeting on the roll
out of their new ticketing systems, the
do’s and don’ts and their learning’s.
Our October meeting and AGM
was held at Hawthorn Arts Centre.

The October AGM also brought to the
vote an official change of network title
to truly reflect what we do. Previously
BOMNet was the ‘Box Office Managers
Network” – it has now been voted
unanimously to be “Box Office &
Marketing Network”. To incorporate
this change, the 2nd Annual Ticketing
Expo in 2016 will have a strong theme
of Marketing combined with box office
and ticketing
I would like to acknowledge the
venues that hosted our meetings
during the year, especially, Kingston
Arts Centre for their contribution
of venue support for the Expo. We
appreciate all the members who
attend and acclaim their willingness
to share their experiences and their
acquired knowledge with us, their
peers, at these meetings. I would also
like to thank VAPAC for its support,

BELOW
Two Hamlets. GPAC.
Photographer Bronwen Sharp.

Award Winner. Pat only ceased official
work in the ticketing industry when
she turned 82, she is now 88! The
main workshop on the second day
was delivered by the inspiring John
Paul Fischbach from Auspicious Arts
Incubator Inc, I know many of you
have had the benefit of his expertise
either within a VAPAC event or in
your own venues. His marketing
expertise and experience in box office
worldwide is invaluable.
In July this year we ventured to the
wonderful chilly town of Bendigo.
We were all inspired and wowed by
the brilliance that is Ulumbarra – the
magnificent new 1000 seat theatreserious venue envy was the colour
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All positions were opened for election,
with Fiona Elliott (Wodonga) reelected as Chair, and Fiona Kennan
(Shepparton) remaining as Secretary.
Fiona Oakes did not re-stand, and
Jennifer O’Conner from Kingston was
elected in her place as Vice-Chair.
At this meeting we had a workshop
with Jo Michel from Michel Consulting
on ‘Customer Service and conflict’ –
as a constant challenge in our roles,
this is always a good topic to cover
regularly, as customer service and
the customer experience is our world
and we strive to keep these as our
priority - having refresher sessions
with relevant examples keeps us on
the right track.

the network we have created is
invaluable. What we learn and achieve
from BOMnet meetings comes back
two fold in advancements, knowledge
and confidence at the box office.
Cheers
fiona
elliott
Chair of BOMnet
Box office &
Front of House
Coordinator at The
Cube Wodonga
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technical
managers
network

Following on from a strong 2014,
the VAPAC TMN continued to grow
in 2015. At the first meeting of 2015,
a new executive team was voted in
and welcomed to their respective
roles. Phillip Dowling took the role of
Chairperson; Russell Proud as Vice
Chair; Xavier Dannock as Secretary;
Michele Domokos as Training
Coordinator; Jayson Bowles as OH&S
Coordinator and Stuart McKellar & Liz
Mundell as committee members.

Above
Pop up bar Kingston Arts Centre.
Photographer Ayden Aramze.
RIGHT
Monash University Academy
of Performing Arts presents
Bartók’s opera Duke Bluebeard’s
Castle. Robert Blackwood Hall.
Photographer Damien Boyle.

The first meeting of 2015 was held
in Upwey at Burrinja Cultural Centre.
This meeting focused on connecting
with other peer organisations
which we work alongside. We had
a presentation from a member of
the Metropolitan Fire Brigade about
Working at Heights and Height Safety
Rescue which was very well received
and gave a lot of attendees a better
understanding of the equipment used
in height safety, recovery techniques
as well as better ways of working
at height. We were then given an
informative talk from Lisa Earhart
from Live Performance Australia on
‘Greener Live Venues’ initiative. Lisa
was able to provide the network
with a number of useful tools to
measure their period on period energy
consumption and give a number
of useful suggestions for venues to
become more energy efficient. Adam
Cartwright from Wangaratta ran an in
depth brainstorm session on Venue
Inductions & Toolbox talks. This was
particularly useful as it gave the
network a better idea of how peer
venues were fulfilling this important
aspect of venue use and we intend to
continue these important brainstorm
sessions. Regional Arts Victoria’s Rosie
Dwyer and Dale Packard also attended
this meeting and they gave insight
into the touring process from RAV’s
point of view. Both the TMN and RAV
gave feedback to one another on ways
to improve touring processes and
information flow, as well as the TMN
agreeing to help design a basic proforma document for show tech specs
to assist RAV shows in the early stages
of touring.
The TMN Tradeshow and mid-year
meeting was held at the Drum Theatre
in Dandenong in July. The tradeshow
was a huge success with 18 companies
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signing up to attend, an increase of 3
from the previous year and continues
to show demonstrable benefits to
the network. This tradeshow is a
great opportunity for our network
to connect to suppliers on a more
interpersonal level and connect with
our network’s venue needs, rather
than the more generic large tradeshow
format. The TMN also invited technical
staff from our venues to attend the
tradeshow portion of the meeting at
no cost as well, which allowed these
staff to also forge important industry
connections and share knowledge
with their peers. The network also held
a discussion on on-call allowances and
how they relate to technical manager
positions as well as a discussion
on difficulties receiving technical
specs from companies and ways our
network can help improve the flow of
information.
The Interstate Technical Manager’s
Summit was not held in 2015 due to
ENTECH being sold and no longer
being held in the single national
tradeshow format. The TMN is
continuing to investigate options for
future interstate summits with the
hope to hold one in 2016; possibly
aligned with Integrate Tradeshow.
Despite this, we continue to ensure
we have strong links to other technical
manager’s networks in Australia.
The TMN provided bursaries to both
Russell Proud to attend the NARPACA
TMN Meeting and Tradeshow and
Phillip Dowling attended the TechWest
TMN Meeting and AGM in 2015. These
are important to both our network as
well as the networks we visit to allow
both them and us to better the way
we work and continue the information
sharing process. We intend to
continue to provide these bursaries in
2016.
The final meeting of 2015 was held at
the Kyneton Town Hall. This meeting
had a focus on workshopping some
of the ideas and developmental
commitments from previous TMN
meetings. Liz Mundell ran a workshop
based around forming a list of useful
things often missed or forgotten
in redevelopments of venues. This
discussion has formulated a list that
we hope to possibly include in future
releases of OYBS as well as being

passed onto venues planning future
developments. Michele Domonkos
ran an informative session on the staff
recruitment process and using better
interview techniques. We also had an
open discussion about what we look
for when employing technicians and
what kind of benchmarks venues look
for. Xavier Dannock ran a session on
developing a technical specifications
pro-forma document to assist smaller
companies or community groups
better share information with technical
managers. This session was a direct
result of the discussion with RAV at
an earlier meeting and is a perfect
example of one of the roles the TMN
can provide for the industry at large.
The TMN, as always, is committed
to the network’s mission: “To share
information, discuss current topics
and formulate recommendations
for the betterment of the theatre
industry in Victoria and Tasmania”.
In a continually changing landscape,
we have to keep at the front of not
just technological advancements
but also stay in front of a changing
environment in which we work.
The VAPAC network of venues is
predominately council based, but
a number are also managed under
other varying structures, which in
itself creates a different landscape
between not just each council run
venue but also other structured
venues as well. Technical Managers
are being more and more involved in

the strategic venue operations and
increasingly have responsibilities
that they may not have had in the
past. This is an area where the TMN
feels it can continue to support and
provide professional development
for tech managers to assist them to
become better and more efficient at
their job, whilst workloads increase.
The TMN is continually working to
expand the professional development
it provides at meetings. We don’t
want to just provide technical training;
we also see we have a key role in
providing other alternate training and
development to the network. Currently
we are pursuing a relationship with
Entertainment Assist to further
mental health training for the network
following their landmark report into
mental illness in the entertainment
industry in 2015.
Core venue processes are also an area
that the TMN takes great interest in.
It is often very interesting to listen at
meetings to the variety of ways that
various tasks are done and reminds
us of how important this network is.
These core processes vary greatly
from venue to venue, and we feel that
it is important to try and align some of
these as standards across the network
to both assist touring companies
with their pre-event correspondence
and also assist technical managers
receive the information they need to
do their jobs. Something as simple as
the network working towards creating

a pro-forma document for technical
specifications is something that will
become a powerful tool for venues
and producers alike. As a network
we also share significant amounts
of information and advice with each
other outside meetings through our
tech email network. A question can
be asked by one technical manager
and shortly after, generally another
member can provide an answer or
advice to help that venue solve their
problem or concern. The power of this
should not be underestimated and can
also empower some tech managers
who do not often ask questions to
garner advice from others to improve
both their work and the operation of
their venue.
On behalf of the TMN Executive, I
want to thank Jenny Ryssenbeek
and the VAPAC Executive for their
support of our network and we also
want to thank the venue managers for
allowing their technical managers to
attend these meetings and support
our network. We see a strong year
ahead in 2016 for our network.

xavier
dannock
on behalf of
Phillip Dowling
- Chairperson
VAPAC TMN
Executive Secretary
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vapac innovations
Gasworks Circus Showdown
at Gasworks Arts Park
Case Study: Community Engagement
Gasworks Arts Park is a vibrant arts
precinct situated in Albert Park on the
site of the former South Melbourne
Gas Plant, just three kilometres from
the Melbourne CBD. The precinct
houses four hectares of park, two
theatres, three gallery spaces, a café,
as well as function and workshop
spaces. Gasworks has sixteen resident
visual artists and a small team of
professional staff who work to present
an annual program of festivals and
events, farmers’ markets, workshops,
creative and professional development
opportunities for artists, and children’s
programming. More than 200
performing arts events and 30 visual
arts exhibitions are presented in the
venue each year.
Gasworks Arts Park identified a
growing contemporary circus sector
and audience base in Melbourne, but
felt there was a skills gap between
circus graduates doing tricks, and
circus performers sustaining a
theatrical idea for an audience.
The Gasworks Theatre is a great space
for circus and physical theatre, and
had capacity for more performance
activities.
The intent of Gasworks Circus
Showdown was to establish new
mutually beneficial relationships
between Gasworks Arts Park and the
circus community. Gasworks Circus
Showdown aims to assist the circus
community by providing a ‘next
level’ of professional development,

14
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and benefits Gasworks Arts Park by
establishing a quality performance
event for audiences.
Gasworks Circus Showdown is the
only performance opportunity of its
kind in Australia. One-part competition
and one-part showcase, the event
encourages, highlights and promotes
the best emerging circus talent from
Melbourne and beyond. Gasworks
Circus Showdown seeks emerging
contemporary circus acts that are 10
to 15 minutes in length, and shortlisted
acts then go on to participate in
two heats. Each act receives live
on stage judging from a panel of
industry experts and receives scores
from the judges and the audience.
Four acts then go on to compete in
the finale where one act is crowned
the Gasworks Circus Showdown
Champion.
Prizes in 2015 included cash prizes,
free rehearsal space, professional
marketing consultancy, free stage
lighting and design consultancy,
and free registration to the Adelaide
Fringe Festival.
In developing the event, the team at
Gasworks Arts Park was faced with
a number of challenges. Staff were
also faced with a lack of technical
circus skills. Skilled sector technicians

were sought, and investments were
made in training key members of staff
as riggers. There was also concern
from the circus sector about the idea
of a competition, as several artists
had been stung in the past. This
was proactively addressed this by
ensuring quality artist liaison, and
by maintaining a safe, sensitive and
artist-centric environment. The team
held personal, honest conversations
with key circus community members
regarding the event and its objectives,
and worked hard to ensure that the
event provided genuine development
opportunities and useful prizes for
the artists. Engagement with sector
champions was key – NICA, ACAPTA,
and artists with influence were crucial
partners in building Gasworks Arts
Park’s reputation with the sector
over time.
Since Gasworks Circus Showdown’s
inception in 2012, Gasworks Arts
Park has received feedback from
artists that they feel respected,
and describe the environment
as collaborative, supportive and
rewarding, with valuable opportunities
for networking with peers and
experienced practitioners. Artists
have also commented that the event
is a great way to try out new ideas.
Audience feedback has also been
overwhelmingly positive. Audiences
are treated to an evening of top
quality contemporary circus and
a unique performance event that
has you ‘on the edge of your seat’.

Audiences are also able to learn more
about circus through the judges’
interactions with performers, and this
appreciation of circus and physical
theatre has carried over to audiences
engaging with Gasworks Arts Park’s
main stage season programming.
Gasworks Circus Showdown has
always been a rewarding experience,
but after four years of building and
learning, the event ‘came of age’
in 2015.
The event is now a highlight on the
Gasworks Arts Park performance
calendar and is one of our most
successful Gasworks-produced events.
In 2015, Gasworks Circus Showdown
boasted its highest ever audience
attendance, best financial result,
and the best responses from circus
artists, judges and stakeholders.
Pleasingly, artists now check in with
each other, “Are you doing Gasworks
this year?” and Gasworks Arts Park
enjoys a flourishing and still growing
relationship with circus community
including artists and peak bodies.
Gasworks staff and stakeholders feel
genuine pride to contribute to the
development of the sector.

Performance
outcomes from Circus
Showdown 2015 include
the genesis of the new
show, Barbaroi as part of
Melbourne Fringe Festival,
which has been accepted to
pitch for Victorian touring
at Showcase Victoria, and
another world premiere full
length show, Uncovered,
which premiered at the
2016 Midsumma Festival.
The 2015 Runners Up,
Gravity Dolls, with their
show, My Life in Boxes
will be performing as
part of Gasworks Arts
Park’s Moving Parts
main stage season 2016.
There have been many
other performances at
Gasworks which have
started as a short piece at
Gasworks Circus Showdown, and
hopefully many more to come!

ABOVE
Barberoi at Gasworks Arts Park
RIGHT
Uncovered at Gasworks Arts Park
BELOW
Gravity Dolls at Gasworks Circus
Showdown
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other events
in our venues
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0
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Film

Art
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/Classes
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0
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Film
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of other
events
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0
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2010

Art

29,026
24,765

25,469

2011
26,252

24,765

2010

2011

2012
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Workshops
/Classes

2012

2013
29,026

2013

Conferences
/Seminars

Community
/Private
Functions

25,881

25,619

2014

2015

25,881

25,619

2014

2015

In Our Venues
Ulumbarra Theatre,
Bendigo

Ulumbarra means Gather Together in the language of the Dja Dja Wurrung. Ulumbarra Theatre is a modern,
state-of-the-art, 1,000 seat venue set inside an 1860’s gaol. It opened In April of 2015 to great fanfare.
Since its opening it has hosted and presented an incredibly diverse program of events ranging from the
brand, new Australian Musical- Ned through to the Oceania Table Tennis Championships. The facility has
been embraced by the community and all who visit it. To the end of December, 2015 more than 105,000
people had attended events at the venue.

Above
Sound Check Ulumbarra Theatre.
Photographer Peter Clarke.

BELOW LEFT
The magnificent redevelopment
encompassing Ulumbarra Theatre.
Photographer Peter Clarke.

Below RIGHT
Internal Ulumbarra Theatre.
Photographer Peter Clarke.
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types of theatre
performances
in our venues
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showcase
victoria 2015
in dot points
WHAT WORKED?

SOME GREAT IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE

• Largest turnout to any regional
performing arts gathering of its kind
– with over 400 people participating
over two days “Inspiring to be
around so many creative people”

The Showcase Victoria 2015 App:
we trialled an event application
for the first time – 255 people
used the app over the two days of
Showcase Victoria. The following
notes for future use should be
addressed: improved delegate to
delegate communication; improved
reliability if very high numbers use
the application simultaneously;
adding project information into the
schedule; making non-application
versions of all important information
available to delegates; use of speaker
ratings, session evaluations, live
polls and event survey; improving
in-event signage for using the app;
implementing interactive features
(e.g. ratings, evaluations, polling);
commencing app marketing and
comms earlier; produce a video
around how to access/update profiles
and use app features.

• The event was “magnificently
organized and managed” largely due
to our brilliant Showcase Victoria
2015 Coordinator and Technical
Manager
• The event offered multiple pathways
to connect, network and sample
work available for programing
“Great exposure”
• The 21 volunteers who gained
brilliant professional development
and helped people find their way
around the event were celebrated.
• Those featured in the program and
who attended felt well supported
“Supportive environment”
• The program showcased more
artists and companies than ever
before “Showcase Victoria 2015 was
terrific; it had a massive amount of
content!”
• Artist and performance making
companies enjoyed the chance to
network and sample each other’s
work “Great to see what other
people are working on”
• Information session was very well
received “I thought it was a good
and productive session”

Venue format and timing: This year
we used a second venue for the first
time which enabled us to showcase
more productions than ever before.
Generally we’ve received very positive
feedback regarding the two venue
set up with the following useful notes:
sessions could be shorter with a larger
break in between for networking; two
stages means some presenters miss
experiencing some presentations
(it is worth noting that without the
additional stage ALL presenters will
miss the chance to experience those
programmed on the second stage).

Please note: we receive a lot of
feedback that Showcase could run for
an extra day – we LOVE this feedback
but a third day would not be viable
due to costs.
Connecting With People: Possibly
due to the imperfect trial of the
event app (ShowGizmo) some found
connecting with delegates a little
difficult. Improvements to the event
app are planned to help in this regards
and a big push will be made to have
presenter information available to
delegates prior to Showcase in 2016.
EXPO | Installations | All Packed
Up And Ready To Go: Given the
additional stages those with stalls
found it more difficult to connect
than in previous years. To this end a
thorough rethink of this section of the
program will be undertaken prior to
Showcase Victoria 2016. Some notes
we’ve picked up to help our thinking
include: stage time given to everyone
featured in these programs; EXPO
being made available only to funded/
established companies; only a single
session of EXPO.
Registrations: A full review of the
registration process will occur prior to
Showcase Victoria 2016. Things we’ll
be considering include: the full costs
of independent/unfunded artists in
attending and presenting; increased
resourcing for the Go Pitch fund;
improved booking process and session
confirmation.

• There is a lot of positive feedback
around the 2015 Touring Forum
“It was great to hear other peoples
thoughts on the forum and really
thought provoking”
• 35 people were supported to attend
Showcase Victoria by the newly
established Go Pitch fund
• Hawthorn Arts centre was a
magnificent space to present
Showcase in 2015 “Beautiful venue”

RIGHT
Lab Kelpie - “Super girlie”.
Showcase Victoria.
Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.
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Showcase Victoria 2015 was delivered
in partnership by Kane Forbes,
Manager - Performing Arts Touring
Regional Arts Victoria and Jenny
Ryssenbeek, Executive Director –
VAPAC, with the support of Creative
Victoria.

HIGHLIGHTS OF EVENT FEEDBACK
• “My god it was good, I mean I
knew I’d be overwhelmed by it
all but it was smart and connecty
and I felt professional and
enlivened.”
• “The most valuable event on the
calendar!”
• “A great opportunity to connect
artists and arts organisations with
regional presenters”
• “Great atmosphere, great venue,
met everyone I wanted to see
and more, saw some great shows
and made good connections with
producers”
• “It was inspiring and both events
I have attended were organised
magnificently.”

ABOVE
Kane Forbes, Regional Arts Victoria & Rob
Robson, VAPAC - joint comperes Showcase
Victoria. Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.

• “As my first experience of
Showcase Victoria, I found it
excellent for networking, and for
seeing work by my peers.”

LEFT
Jack Charles in Coranderrk, Ilbijerri Theatre
Co. Showcase Victoria. Photographer Yunis
Tmeizah.

• “Very well managed event - full
credit to the organisers and
production team and helpful
volunteers.”

• “Loved all of it … Works presented
were of such high quality.”
• “I thought everything was clear,
well organised and had a good
balance between ‘networking’ and
‘information sessions’.”
• “Very, very well supported on the
days.”
• “It was a great few days.
Wonderful to see what else is out
there and what other people in
the industry are working on.”
• “Well run and informative event.”
• “I had a great time and feel like I
got a lot out of it.”
• “People were kind and supportive,
all the tech support was excellent,
we are new and did not have a
feel for the event. I think future
events will be positive for us.”
• “The day ran smoothly and we
were able to expose our work to a
large range of people, which was
our goal. We felt supported and
looked after. Awesome!”

BOTTOM LEFT
Aussie Aussie Aussie - Circus Trick Tease.
Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.
BOTTOM RIGHT
Spike - Little Wing Puppets. Showcase
Victoria. Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.

“Best Showcase ever!”
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the impact of
showcase
victoria 2015

Showcase Victoria is an annual event where everyone involved in performing arts can forge the connections they need to fulfil
their touring and programming ambitions. Showcase Victoria is an initiative of the Victorian Association of Performing Arts
Centres and Regional Arts Victoria and is supported by Creative Victoria.

172
attended the

2014 Victorian
Touring Workshop
topics covered included
technical planning,
grant writing, itinerary
development, marketing
and publicity,
accessibility
issues

We trialled an

event application
35
people were
supported to
attend via the
new Go Pitch

which has given us a
wealth of understanding
about using this kind of
technology during an
arts gathering

fund

80+
attended
workshops,
webinars, orientation
events and other

professional
development
opportunities

Over 400
people participated in

SHOWCASE
VICTORIA 2015
“Best showcase ever. Venue was
the best, the side shows were
interesting, appreciated having
2 stages so I didn’t have to sit
through a lot of shows I
could never take.”

179
Expressions
of Interest were
received via the
new two-stage
process

21
emerging
arts workers and
practitioners gained

professional
development as
volunteers

Regional
Arts Victoria
is working with 26

artist and companies

14 works
were installed
inside and outside
the venue as part
of the live and
festival arts
program

102
tour ready
productions or ideas
were showcased as part
of the live pitch/excerpt
sessions, EXPO, All Packed
Up And Ready To Go,
Connection Session,
or Installation
programs

Surveys
gathered
interest for

187 seasons
during 2017

2 days 53 Pitches and Excerpts on 2 stages
50 Observer delegates gained Professional
Development 115 Presenter delegates expressed
interest in over 400 performances 134 producer,
artist and maker delegates showcased 102
productions or ran Connection Sessions over 200
delegates from all backgrounds attended the
Victorian Touring Forum sessions 21 Volunteers
gained real skills and connections

Surveys
gathered
interest for

who were featured in
the Showcase Victoria
program on tours and
other projects for
2016 and 2017

200+ seasons
during
2016

All adding up to a better connected
industry, better facilitated touring,
and better cultural engagement!
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left
Showcase Victoria 2015. Photographer
Yunis Tmeizah.
below
Felix Nobilis, Grendel Productions Beowulf, the whole bloody story. Showcase
Victoria. Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.
bottom left
Made in Natimuk installation. Showcase
Victoria. Photographer Yunis Tmeizah.
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

COMMITTEE’S REPORT
Your Committee members submit the financial statements of the Association for the financial period ended 31 December 2015.

Committee Members
The names of Committee members at the date of this report are:
D Lloyd
T Jungwirth
R Robson
K Patterson		 S Price
P Hargrave
K Roberts
J Haynes
A Thomson		 G Russell

Principal Activities
The principal activities of the Association during the financial year were to promote, support and foster a network of
performing arts centres, to promote and strengthen partnerships with key stakeholders and to provide leadership in the
development of the arts industry’s best practice in performing arts programming, presentation, venue management and
community cultural development.

Significant Changes
No significant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the year.

Operating Result
The profit amounted to $3,486 (2014: the profit was $208).

Statement By Members Of The Committee
The Committee have determined that the Association is not a reporting entity, and that this special purpose financial report
should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the financial statements.
In the opinion of the Committee the financial statements:
1. Presents a true and fair view of the financial position of the Association as at 31 December 2015 and its performance for the
period ended on that date.
2. At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Association will be able to pay its debts as
and when they fall due.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee.

David Lloyd (Chair)

Dated this 3rd day of March 2016
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Rob Robson (Treasurer)

THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

2015

2014

$

$

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

Revenue

2

259,349

214,175

Less: Expenses

3

(255,863)

(213,967)

3,486

208

Items that may be reclassified
subsequently to profit or loss

-

-

Items that will not be reclassified
subsequently to profit or loss

-

-

3,486

208

NET PROFIT / (LOSS) FROM
CONTINUING OPERATIONS

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

2015

2014

$

$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents

4

49,589

50,461

87,974

85,606

18,010

24,315

155,573

160,382

Property, Plant and Equipment

-

863

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

-

863

155,573

161,245

6,266

16,433

Monies in Advance

56,591

55,582

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

62,857

72,015

TOTAL LIABILITIES

62,857

72,015

NET ASSETS

92,716

89,230

Retained Earnings

92,716

89,230

EQUITY

92,716

89,230

Westpac Term Deposit
Trade and Other Receivables

5

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and Other Payables

6

EQUITY

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

2015

2014

$

$

EQUITY

Retained Earnings

Balance at the Beginning of the Financial Year

Net Profit / (Loss) from Continuing Operations

Other Comprehensive Income

Balance at the End of the Financial Year

89,230

89,022

3,486

208

-

-

92,716

89,230

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
Notes

2015

2014

$

$

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from members, funding agencies and other sources
Payments to suppliers

263,159

208,587

(264,158)

(200,652)

Interest Received

2,495

2,834

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

1,496

10,769

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held

1,496

10,769

Cash at the beginning of the year

136,067

125,298

Cash at the end of the year

137,563

136,067

Cash at Bank

49,589

50,461

Westpac Term Deposit

87,974

85,606

137,563

136,067

3,486

208

863

899

6,305

(2,754)

(10,167)

11,075

1,009

1,341

1,496

10,769

Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Statement of Cash Flows is reconciled to
the related items in the Statement of Financial Position items as follows:

Reconciliation of Cash Flows from Operations with Operating Profit / (Loss)
Net Profit / (Loss) from Continuing Operations
Non Cash Flows in Operating Profit / (Loss)
Depreciation
Changes in assets and liabilities:
(Increase)/Decrease in Trade and Other Receivables
Increase/(Decrease) in Trade and Other Payables
Increase/(Decrease) in Monies in Advance

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial report is a special purpose financial report prepared in order to satisfy the financial reporting requirements of
the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012. The Committee has determined that the Association is not a reporting entity.
The financial report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Associations Incorporation Reform Act
2012 and the following Australian Accounting Standards:
AASB 101
AASB 107
AASB 108
AASB 1031
AASB 1048
AASB 1054

Presentation of Financial Statements
Statement of Cash Flows
Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
Materiality
Interpretation of Standards
Australian Additional Disclosures

No other applicable Accounting Standards, Australian Accounting Interpretations or other authoritative pronouncements of
the Australian Accounting Standards Board have been applied.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs and does not take into account
changing money values or, except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets.
The following material accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless otherwise stated, have been
adopted in the preparation of this financial report.

Revenue
Revenue is recognised when the right to receive it has occurred and is bought to account on an accrual basis.
Interest revenue is recognised when received.
Grant income is allocated to the Statement of Financial Position until such time as the grant funds are expended.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).

Income Tax
The Association is exempt under Division 50 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 as a non-profit organisation. As such no
allowance has been made for Income Tax.

Cash And Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at-call with banks, other short-term highly liquid investments
with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts.
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Trade And Other Receivables
Trade and other receivables include amounts due from customers for goods sold and services performed in the ordinary
course of business. Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months of the end of the reporting period are classified as
current assets.
Trade and other receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost, less any
provision for impairment.

Property, Plant & Equipment
Fixed assets are depreciated at either the diminishing value method or the prime cost method over their useful lives
commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. The rate of depreciation is either 37.50% diminishing value or
33.33% prime cost per annum.

Trade And Other Payables
Trade and other payables represent the liability outstanding at the end of the reporting period for goods and services
received by the Association during the reporting period, which remain unpaid. The balance is recognised as a current liability
with the amounts normally paid within 30 days of recognition of the liability.

Monies In Advance
Membership fees relating to expense items in future periods are recognised as income in advance to match the fees to the
costs they are compensating.
All amounts mentioned in this note are GST Exclusive.

Comparative Figures
When required by Accounting Standards, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in presentation for
the current financial year.
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

2015

2014

$

$

53,600

53,600

Interest Received

2,495

2,834

Membership Fees

55,191

53,300

Touring Workshop Income

2,379

5,818

Cost Recovery: Managers’ Meetings

10,590

12,649

Cost Recovery: ShowCase

81,730

45,564

Cost Recovery: TMN

7,976

6,000

Cost Recovery: BoMnet

6,571

3,662

Cost Recovery: TMN Expo

9,292

7,608

Cost Recovery: TMN Sponsorship

3,326

2,480

Cost Recovery: ShowDates

2,200

13,750

455

2,810

16,641

-

NOTE 2: REVENUE
Grants - Arts Victoria

Cost Recovery: Hire Agreement
Cost Recovery: Ticket Expo
Cost Recovery: Recouped Exp

3,338

-

Publication Sales & Other Income

3,565

4,100

259,349

214,175

10,722

13,802

Subnetwork Mtgs - TMN

5,461

7,862

Subnetwork Mtgs - BOMNet

3,134

2,803

5,775

2,920

-

7,841

3,927

3,218

TOTAL REVENUE

NOTE 3: EXPENSES
Best Practice
Managers Mtgs

Professional Support
Managers - APACA/LP/NMS/APAM
Deakin Uni Streefkerk Scholars
TMN - Interstate Mtgs
BOMNet - Tickg Prof Conf

4,758

618

BOMNet - Ticketing Expo

10,461

-

EO APAM, Long Paddock, APACA, NMS

3,856

5,221

-

22

4,643

3,708

EO Membership Support & Dev

10,470

9,301

ShowCase Victoria

82,865

47,101

ShowCase Victoria 2016

5,714

-

Producer Forums

3,091

6,622

TCC
Annual Report
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THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR
THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015

2015

2014

$

$

EXPENSES (CONTINUED)
Leadership & Strategic Partner
APACA Representation

-

270

1,172

809

Website Develop & Maintenance

1,643

1,452

TMN Trade Expo

2,944

4,113

Annual Touring Forum

1,800

-

63,600

61,980

5,951

7,918

Exec Mtgs & Teleconferences

Executive Officer
Administration
Venue Hire Agreement

400

-

1,393

1,334

3,880

4,026

Auditor

2,150

2,100

Strategic Review - VAPAC

6,720

12,480

5,968

5,547

-

-

2,502

-

863

899

255,863

213,967

49,538

50,410

51

51

49,589

50,461

18,010

21,288

-

3,027

18,010

24,315

-

8,502

6,266

7,931

6,266

16,433

Insurance
Bookkeeper

Audience Development
Advocacy with Stakeholders
Tour Development
Benchmark Research & Development
Other
Depreciation

TOTAL EXPENSES

NOTE 4: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Westpac Cheque Account
Westpac Cash Reserve Account

NOTE 5: TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Trade Receivables
Prepayments

NOTE 6: TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade Payables
ATO - BAS
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SHEPARD WEBSTER & O’NEILL AUDIT PTY LTD
Certified Practising Accountant
Authorised Audit Company
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
ABN: 89 154 680 190

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRES INC
REGISTERED NO: A0005511W
ABN: 82 578 774 451

Report on the Financial Report
We have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of The Victorian Association
of Performing Arts Centres Inc. (the Association), which comprises the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December
2015, the Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income, Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of
Cash Flows for the year then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information, and the Committee’s Report.

Committee’s Responsibility for the Financial Report
The Committee of The Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres Inc. are responsible for the preparation of
the financial report, and have determined that the basis of preparation described in Note 1, is appropriate to meet the
requirements of the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members.
The Committee’s responsibility also includes such internal control as the Committee determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We have conducted our audit in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements
relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is
free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial report.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement
of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the Association’s preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair view, in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Association’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Committee, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
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Qualification
It was not practical to extend our examination of cash receipts beyond the amounts as disclosed in the books and records
of the Association. It is also not practical for the Committee to put in place all the controls necessary to satisfy usual audit
requirements to provide the assurance that all monies due have been received. As a consequence we are unable to verify that
all income that should have been brought to account, has been receipted and banked.

Auditor’s Opinion
In our opinion, because of the existence of the limitation on the scope of our work as described in the qualification paragraph,
and the effect of such adjustments, if any, as might have been determined to be necessary had the limitation in scope not
existed, we are unable to and do not express an opinion as to whether the income amounts are presented fairly in accordance
with applicable Accounting Standards and other mandatory professional reporting requirements.
Subject to the above, in our opinion, the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the Statement of Financial
Position of The Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres Inc. as at 31 December 2015 and Statement of Profit or Loss
and Other Comprehensive Income, Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of Cash Flows for the year then ended in
accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial statements, and the Associations Incorporation
Reform Act 2012.

Basis of Accounting and Restriction on Distribution
Without modifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 1 to the financial report, which describes the basis of accounting.
The financial report has been prepared to assist The Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres Inc. to meet the
requirements of the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012. As a result, the financial report may not be suitable for
another purpose.

Dated at Frankston on the 7th day of March 2016

SHEPARD WEBSTER & O’NEILL AUDIT PTY LTD
Certified Practising Accountant
Authorised Audit Company No 415478
434 Nepean Highway Frankston 3199
PO Box 309 Frankston Victoria 3199
Telephone (03) 9781 2633
Fax (03) 9781 3073
Email szepfalusy@shepard.com.au

David A Szepfalusy
DIRECTOR
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ABOVE
Creative Lounge. Kingston Arts Centre.
Photographer Melinda Ballard.

Victorian Association of
Performing Arts Centres

Jenny Ryssenbeek
Executive Director
79 Bryces Lane
Newham 3442
Telephone 03 5427 0180
Mobile 0407 847 642
exec@vapac.org.au
www.vapac.org.au

VAPAC acknowledges the ongoing
support from Creative Victoria

goodone.net.au
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